This paper presents a prototypical digital library service. It integrates machine learning tools and techniques in order to makeeflective, efticientandeconumicallyfeasible theprocess of capturing the information that should be stored and indexed by content in the digital library. Infact, i@formation capture is one ofthe main bottleneck when building a digital library, since it involves complex pattern recognition problems, such as document analysis, classification and understanding. Experimental results show that learning systems can solve &ectivelyand&icientlyall these problems.
By &formation capture, we mean the task of setting information items f r e e of the physical medium on which they are stored. It involves the problem of converting data from a paper format into a digital one. This has given raise to the birth of new research areas dealing with the automated recognition of the components of documents, ranging from low-level elements, such as characters (OCR), symbols, text, lines, to high-level ones, such as sections, columns, graphics, images,handwriting [15] . Severalproblems areaddressedby these new areas, namely the analysis of the overall physical structureof adocument(document analysis), theclassification of the whole document (document class@cutiun), and the analysis of the overall logical structure of a document (document understanding). All these problems aim at the high-level understanding of documents. In fact, this issue is aconditio sinequanontoindexth~infonnafiainthelibra according to its content (semantic indexing).
This paper presents a prototypical intelligent system, that integmtslearning agentsfor documentanalysis,classification and understanding into a digital library service. The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next section, the role of machine learning within the digital library service is investigatedanddepicted. Section 3 presents the architecture of IDL (Intelligent Digital Library), a prototype of an intelligent digitallibrary service. Section4reportstheplan of the future work on IDL.
2: Machine learning for information capture and semantic indexing
A major bottleneck in developing technologies for digital li'braries is the transformation of data presented on paper into an effective electronic representation. can be arranged in another hierarchical structure, which is called logical structure. Generally, it is possible to find some correspondences between the two structures of a document, in which case the document understanding process can be viewedasamqpingbm thelayoutintothelogical structure. This activity mimes a typical behaviour of humans, who are often able to associate a possible meaning to some tokens without reading inside, but using only information on the spatialorganizationofblocksin thepagelayout. Nevertheless, when the document processing system has to deal with a variety of layout and logical structures, it becomes diEcult to find all correct mappings. In this case, the problem can be simplified by clumijjing the documents into a set of distinct classes, each of which is characterized by certain standard layout and logical structlnes (document claszjkztion). . .). All these features concern global properties of the blocks and not the configurations of pixels within them, Therefore, the problem is that of classifying each block on the ground of these geometnic/pictorial features, that is, without "watching" or "reading" its content, We induced a decision tree from a set of 52 training documents, whose blocks have been previously classified by hand. The best result we observed is an average accuracy above 97%.
Once the type has been associated to the primitive tokens, meaningful groupings of blocks are built on the ground of both perceptuaVspatial criteria and knowledge about typesettingconventions [9].Thereasonfordetectingstructures among tokens (layoutunalysis) is toreduce thecomputational complexity of the subsequent recognition pro".
The computational strategy adopted for understanding a document consists of a hierarchical model fitting, which limits the range of labelling possibilities by working hierarchically. Moreprecisely, thepage layoutof adocument is described by means of a fit-order logic language, and such description is first matched against models of classes of documents and then against models of the single logical componentsofinterestforthatclass. Allmodelsareexpressed in the same language used to describe the page. The choice of a first-order logic language answers to the requirement of flexibility and generality. Once again, models used in this computational strategy have been automatically induced from thefirst-orderdescriptionsofthelayoutofsometraining documents. More precisely, each training document is associatedwithaclassandasetoflabe~edlayoutcomponents. Therefore, two learning problems can be defined: First, induce models of classes of documents and then find models of the logical structures of each class. The former is useful for the task of document classification while the latter is applied to the document understanding phase.
Several approaches have been investigated in order to solve these two learning problems. Initially, a supervised inductive learning system that implements a hybrid approach was applied to the document classification task [ll. In this experiment, the layout of each document was described by numeric and symbolic features; a parametric method for linear classification used the numeric features, while a conceptual method induced some models from the symbolic features alone. The combination of the predictions made by the two methods provided thebestresults in terms of simplicity and predictive accuracy of the learned models. This hybrid approach, however, operates in a batch way: All models are learned from scratch each time the learning process is activated. A more recent experimentation has shown promising results also for an incremental approach in which models are progressively specialized and generalized as new incoming documents are misclassified or not classified at all (theory revision) t111.
Asto the document understandingtask,adif€exentapproach has been tested. In this case, indeed, we have to leam models of the logical components which refer to a part of the document rather than to the whole document. Nevertheless, logical components of a document may be related to each other, as in the case of standard scientific papers, where the author's affiliation is above the abshact and under the title.
Thus, it would be more appropriate to leam models that reflect these dependencies among components of the logical structure. This hypothesis has been tested by inducing both independent and dependent models of the logid components. In the W r case, the learning system was provided with a dependency graph of logical components and performed a shift of the languages of observationsand hypotheses in order to generate dependent models [lo] . From the experimental results we draw two main conclusions: First, taking into account the dependencies between logical components improves the accuracy and the comprehensibility of the models as well as the efficiency of the learning process; second, it is possible to rely on statistical techniques in order to discover such dependencies before starting the induction
3: The architecture of the digital library
The learning agents that perform the tasks of layout analysis, document classificationanddundentanding constitute threeapplica~nenablmsinthesystem architecture of IDL, a prototypical intelligent digital library service. Indeed, a digital library service is a set of modules that can be classifiedaseith~resourcemanagersorapplication enablers. A resource manager is a program that represents the only access path to the data contained in aprotected resource and is accessible to multiple, concurrent clients. Intuitively, a protectedresomeis adatacollection. Anapplication enabler is a software that allows a class of users to make application programming easy and quick (or to avoid it completely).
ThearchitectureofIDLis showninFig. 1. TheRepository is aprotectedresourcecontaining theactualcollection of data that constitutes the digital library. Usually, it consists of highly structured items. Here,, we use the word database rather than it$ormatwn collection or knowledge database because in our prototype it is an object-oriented database, since we made use of a commercial object-oriented database management system, called Objectstore by Object Design, Inc. Thus, the Repository is actually a set of objects. More precisely, theseobjects constitutean instanceof an Objectst, conceptualscheme, thatwe designedpurposely forthedigital library. The documant object model is the conceptual schema aaordmg to which documents are stored and intemally represented in both the layout and the logical structure. The layout structure associates the content of a document with a hierarchy of layout objects, such as text lines, vertical/ horizontal lines, graphic elements, images, columns and pages. The leaves of alayout tree representing ahierarchical geometrical structure are called basic blocks, and they typically comespond to rectangular areas which delimit portions of contents on the presentation medium. All the intemal nodes of the layout tree are named composite objects since they are obtained by grouping together basic blocks as well as composite objects of lower level. The root of the layout * treerepresents the wholedocument. In multi-pagedocuments, such as books, a composite object can represent a set of pages, where a page is a rectangular area that corrcsponds to a unit of the presentation medium. All other internal blocks are namedfrms and correspond to rectangular areas within apage. Theportion of theobjectmodelthatallowsustostore (and retrieve) the objects related to the layout structure of a document is given in Fig. 2a . For our purposes, we defined five distinct levels of objects in the layout tree (other than Page), called BasicBlock, LineBlock, SetOfLineBlock, FirstFrameBlock, and SecondFrameBlock. Each levelcurresponds to an intemalrepresentation of the layoutstructmofadocumentatadifferentlevelof granularity (levels mlistedstartingfromthecoarsest one-Bas iCBlOCk -tothe finestone-SecondFrameBlock) andevery object at a level is made up of objects at a lower level. All the objects at any level have the same basic structure, since they are instances of the class Block (in Fig. ?a) , as well.
The logical structure is the result of repeatedly dividing the content of a document into increasingly smaller parts, on the basis of the human-perceptible meaning of the content. Generally, this structure associates the contents of the document with a hierarchy of logical objects such as title, authors, abstract, paragraphs, footnotes, and so on. Even for the logical structure, it is possible to distinguish bask logical objects, which appear at the bottom of the logical tree, from the cotquosite logiculobjects, whicharerep"tdasintemal nodes of the logical tree. Obviously, the types of logical objects in a document are strongly application dependent, thus for a business letter it is sensible to look for sender, receiver, date, logotype, reference number, body and signature, while for a scientific paper it is possible to define title, authors, affiliation, keywords, abstract, subtitle, paragraph, header, footnote, page number and caption [14] . This is not so for the layout objects, that is to say, the layout structure does not vary according to the type of document we are dealing with (scientific paper or business letter).
The information about the type of document is stored in theportionofthedocumentobjectmodeldepictedinFig. 2b. Specifically, each class of documents in the digital library is defined as an instance of the object Docclass. In fact, defining each class of documents as an instance of a metalevel class -DocClass -allows us to achieve a greater flexibility when the digital library needs to be updated. called logical labels (title, authors, affiliation, keywords, abstract for scientific paper), thus adding a new class of documents requires the introduction of a set of new logical labels. This is performed by creating a new instance of the class Attribute foreach logical label (Fig. Zb) .
With reference toFig. 1 again, above theprotectedresource, there is the digid library software. It consists of five layers.
The lower layers are those more related to the machineu used toimp1ementthedigital~'braryandignore thesemantics of the repository, since they do not need to know the format ofthedatastoredin i~TheNetworRLayerallowsremo~~s to the library via Internet, while the Operating Systembyer makes available all the functions of the operating system and controls that theusers whorequiredanaccesstotherepository haveproperaccessrights.Indetail,itmapsnamesof theusers that issued therequest to the proper locations by means of the Name Server, and limits each user to what the owner of the digital library (library's clrstodiun) permits by means of the Authorization Server. The Browser enabler is a tool that allows the user to navigate into the digital library. It is intended to be exploited mainly by people who do not know the organization of the library, just like someone using a library for the first time.
The Folder enabler is used to create new folders, add a document to a folder, delete an existing folder. The Editor enabler is activated when a user wants to change a document.
Typically, this is possible on local copies of a document, unless the user is the library's custodian. The upper layer of application enablers includes the tools for document layout analysis, document classification and document understanding.Astoldinfheprevioussection,these~~are usedtorecognizepatterns andlayoutflogicalstrucmesofthe documents in the library, w i t h the aim to create search indexes automatically [2f. The OCR enabler is a classical OCR system, integrated into IDL with the aim of "reading" the content of all and only those layout blocks of a document that considered useful to the semantic indexing and retrieval by content of the document itself.
The Interface Layer implements the applications that actually interface the users of the library. Currently, both a 1ocalGUIrunningon Solaris 1.0onaSunSPARCstation 10, and a remote GUI have been developed. The former is intendedtobeusedby thelibrary'scustodian, while thelatter is the interface for the end users of the library, who can only browse or query the digital library on the ground of the content of its documents. Both of them are based on any Web browser and are designed around a statetransition model (kite state automata), with each state representing an E€Th!IL page. Fig. 3 shows the schema of generation for the HTML page-softheremoteGUI. AlltheHTh4Lpagesmdynamically generated by Common Gateway Interhce (CGI) scripts (in C language) in order to reflect the current content of the digital liirary. Some HTML pages, corresponding to types 1,4 -6 in Fig. 3 , are reported in Fig. 4. Figure 3 , The scheme that rules the dynamic generation of the HTML pages of the Emote GUI.
4: Conclusions and future work

